
	

 
Game Trail & Trail West Shady Fuel Break Project 
 
The Forestry Committee is helping to facilitate a grant-funded 
project led by Kent Maxwell from the Chaffee County Fire 
Protection District (CCFPD) and the Colorado Fire Camp 
(CFC).  The grant is funded by the Colorado Strategic Wildfire 
Action Plan (COSWAP) and is focused on roadside thinning to 
increase safety for residents in the case of an evacuation as 
well as for firefighters responding to a potential fire.  Some 
thinning adjacent to the National Forest is also a possibility. 
The primary objective of the grant is to train future sawyers and 
wildland firefighters while achieving fire mitigation through 
crown thinning and understory treatment. There is no cost to 

Game Trail owners who opt in to the program. 
 
A meeting for eligible and interested owners was held on June 
18.  Around 20 GTA owners were able to attend to hear details 
of the program from Kent and to have their questions 
answered.  At this point there are 48 owners representing 52 
lots participating in the project. Work is limited to lots along 
CR365 and roads that have CR365 as a preferred evacuation 
route.   
 
On June 22 and 24, Kari Allen and Dana Braatz met with Kent 
and Aspen Turn and Mountaintop owners (or their proxies) to 
walk lots and mark trees.  Following that, work began on Aspen 
Turn June 28 with an all-female crew of 6 sawyer trainees from 
the Southwest Conservation Corp (SCC).  Thanks to Cindy 
Waskom and Sandy Long who agreed to let the cutting crew park a truck and Port-a-Potty near their home 
while the crew camped across the boundary in the National Forest.  Cindy and Sandy even offered an 
opportunity for the crew to use their guest shower one night, and provided shelter in their garage during a rainy 
afternoon so they could service their chainsaws!    

 
Work on Moutaintop and the 
lower elevation pinyon-
dominated lots along Creek 
Run and lots that border 
CR365 along Trails End, 
Princeton Hills and Princeton 
Circle will be scheduled for 
the fall.  
 
Another tremendous benefit 
emerging from this project 
are increased 
communications and 
relationship-building among 
neighbors.  Neighbors are 
calling neighbors to 
encourage them to 
participate, offering to walk 
their lots during tree marking 
sessions and sending 
recommendations, etc. 



	

 
 


